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The Handout to End All Handouts

T  h e Ci T y Gu i d e T  ha T Sh a T T e r S Mi n d S

At the end of the 19th century, an American art student went to Paris, read a play, and lost  
his grip on reality.

The play was called The King in Yellow.
Having read it, head reeling from absinthe, bedeviled by unseen adversaries, he realized  

that the alien world it described, Carcosa, had sunk its traces throughout the City of Lights.
As he explored Paris in search of its decadent influence, he created a scrapbook. A guide for 

himself, and for those who would come after him.
Yoked together from existing travelogues, newspapers, and the disquieting ephemera of the 

occult tradition, it laid out a skewed portrait of a haunted city:
• Art student life, from hazing rituals to fabulous bacchanals at the Moulin Rouge
• Hangouts and nightspots, from everyday beaneries to ghoulish cabarets
• Neighborhoods and attractions, with useful maps
• Sources of knowledge, from museums to institutes of technology
• Operations of the justice system, from the city’s police to its prisons
• Rites of death, from funeral fees to the notorious, bone-stacked catacombs
• Details of everyday life, including currency, communications, and essential phrases
• A timeline of recent historical events

In the margins appear the increasingly fervid scrawls of the anonymous compiler. Through 
them, determined investigators of the Yellow Sign mystery will learn:

• Who to seek aid from
• Where madness lurks
• And to never waver in their distrust of clowns

Absinthe in Carcosa is an indispensable city guide for The Yellow King Roleplaying Game and a 
stunning, full-color visual artifact in its own right.

Give it to your players and let them find the mysteries of Paris.
Or let them buy their own deuced copies and keep their snack-festooned fingers off of your 

pristine edition.
Brought to you by document blandisher extraordinaire Dean Engelhardt and feverish  

scribbler supreme Robin D. Laws.
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At the turn of the last century an unknown person created, and gifted to other 
unknown acquaintances, a remarkable achievement in document collage. Labeled 
by its creator Absinthe in Carcosa, it combines pages from widely available books of 
the time, plus idiosyncratic ephemera and compellingly peculiar marginal notes. 
Together these elements present an elaborate piece of mordant whimsy to its 
intended recipients, and now to us.

Internal evidence shows that both the scrapbooker and his intended audience 
were American art students attending the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. As part of 
an elaborate jape, perhaps a preexisting extended in-joke shared between the creator 
and the friends he assembled the book for, it posits a conspiracy of supernatural 
proportions unfolding across the city. A passage excerpted from one of its main 
sources refers to hazing rituals senior students visit upon new arrivals at the École. 
This document, with its running commentary of winking demonic doorways, 
murderous foreign agents and fiery ghosts, comprises a literary and artistic prank 
of the highest order—a precursor, if you will, to the détourned texts of Dadaism and 
the surreal collages of Duchamp and Ernst. In its motifs it draws on contemporary 
literary movements, chiefly the French Gothic tradition of Eugène Sue, Paul Feval 
and even Communard revolutionary turned science horror pioneer Louise Michel. 
One also detects the influence of Symbolist and Decadent literature, from Joris-Karl 
Huysmans and Auguste Villiers de l’Isle-Adam, to the Comte de Lautréamont.

In both its fractured, compelling marginal notes and the eerie arrangement of 
its components, it evokes the fervid imaginings of a world about to die, to plunge into 
the nihilism and terror of the Great War.

Absinthe in Carcosa was purchased for $3 in 1963 by the trailblazing American 
ephemera collector Henry Littlefield, at a junk shop outside Dobbs Ferry, New 
York. He engaged multiple experts, working in a then-fallow field, to authenticate it. 
They unanimously pronounced it a genuine product of an American hand in fin de 
siècle Paris.

The texts used by the author in creating the scrapbook have been identified as:
 Ȭ Paris From the Earliest Period to the Present Day, Volume II, 1899, by William Walton, George Barrie 

and Sons, Philadelphia.
 Ȭ Bohemian Paris of To-Day, 1900 by W. C. Morrow, illustrated by Eduard Cucuel, J. B. Lippincott 

and Company, Philadelphia
 Ȭ Bradshaw’s Illustrated Guide To Paris and Environs, 1880

The scrapbook maker cut up at two copies of each to assemble the work.
During the 2004 dispersal at auction of the Littlefield collection the book was 

sold for £26,000 to an anonymous collector. We thank this individual for generously 
allowing us to reproduce the book in this edition. This process, not without peril, 
ultimately resulted in restoration work preserving this strange treasure for future 
generations.

— Kerubo Okeno-Kennedy
Editor-in-Chief, Editions Melotte, London, 2018
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